


This Journal Belongs to:



Jealousy Reflection Date:
Reflect on a moment where you felt extreme jealousy. What triggered
this feeling and what does it reveal about your desires or insecurities?



Negative Pattern Date:
Identify a recurring negative thought pattern in your life. How has it

held you back and what might be its root cause?



Character Slip Date:
Describe a situation where you acted out of character. What provoked

this behavior and what emotions were you experiencing?



Dislike Mirror Date:
Think of a person you strongly dislike. Are there any traits they
possess that you also see in yourself? How does this make you feel?



Regret Reflection Date:
Reflect on a past regret. What lesson have you learned from it and how

has it shaped your present self?



Anger Analysis Date:
Think about a time you felt intense anger. What was the underlying

fear or hurt that fueled this anger?



Trait Acknowledgment Date:
Write about a characteristic or habit you have that you dislike. How

can acknowledging this trait lead to self-acceptance or change?



Critical Moment Date:
Reflect on a time you were highly critical of someone. What was

happening in your own life at that time?



Emotional Trigger Date:
Describe a situation where you experienced a strong emotional reaction.

What core beliefs or past experiences might have triggered this
reaction?



Self-Compassion Date:
Think of a scenario where you were highly self-critical. What would a

more compassionate response to yourself look like?



Hidden Self Date:
Write about an aspect of your personality that you often keep hidden

from others. How does concealing this aspect affect your life?



Shame Unveiled Date:
Reflect on a time you felt a sense of shame. What can this emotion teach

you about your values or boundaries?



Procrastination Probe Date:
Think about a time when you procrastinated on a significant task.

What fears or beliefs were holding you back?



Approval Craving Date:
Describe a moment when you felt an overwhelming need for approval.

What was the deeper need or fear underlying this craving?



Conflict Reflection Date:
Reflect on a recent conflict with someone close to you. What did this

conflict reveal about your expectations or unmet needs?



Behavior Loop Date:
Write about a behavior you continue to repeat despite knowing its

negative consequences. What payoff are you receiving from this behavior?



Victim Impact Date:
Reflect on a time when you were the victim of someone's harsh words or

actions. How did you internalize this experience, and how has it
influenced your self-image?



Forgiveness Hurdle Date:
Describe a situation where you found it difficult to forgive. What
emotions are still lingering, and what steps can you take towards

forgiveness?



Control Crisis Date:
Think about a time you felt out of control. How did this experience

reflect your inner fears or insecurities?



Belief Inheritance Date:
Reflect on the ways you may have inherited or absorbed negative belief
systems from your upbringing. How have these beliefs influenced your

behavior and outlook on life?


